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Service examples 

We can repair most amps, including vintage amps. 

We can set the bias on your amp to get you the best 

sound for you from your amp. 

Doing a check of the valves in your amp also  saves you 

having to replace all the valves. 

Testing and characterising the valves allows us to 

change positions of the valves in the amp to ensure the 

best quality sound. 

We will ensure the best matched double triode valve in 

your amp is sitting in the phase-splitter position. This 

ensures that the amp has a well balanced output.  

Of course, we can replace only those “worn” valves. 

You might like to check our blog which comments on 

amp repairs . We do not write about every amp but a 

selection. 

Check us out at : 

http://valvetubeguitaramps.wordpress.com/ 

If you have a problem with an amp, please email  me. 

If you own an music store, I can help with an amp that 

has problems 

 

Stewart Gebbie B.Sc ( Hons) 

Email : info@emeasemi.co.uk 

See my blog on repairing valve amps : 

http://valvetubeguitaramps.com/ 

 

 

 

 

Amplifier Repair and Servicing backed by 

many years of experience in music amps 

 

Valve Amps a Speciality  

 

Brand New Valves Stocked  for immediate 

delivery ( we buy from the factory direct) 

mailto:info@emeasemi.co.uk?subject=Amp%20or%20Valve%20Enquiry


EXPERIENCE COUNTS 

Coastal Amp Repair is part  of EMEA Semiconductor a 

company dealing  exclusively with Australia , Singapore, 

Vietnam, China and the USA . We specialise in the 

servicing and repair of guitar and pa amplification.  

We have 38 years experience in working on valve (  tube ) 

products from all  the major manufacturers and also 

including the value-for –money  Chinese amplification. 

We have extensive inks to  specialist suppliers of  amp 

parts in the USA. , Far East and Europe including the UK. 

We buy  valves directly from the factory and not from 

resellers and we test every new valve ( yes ,you get duds 

even with new ones.) 

This  business is run by Stewart Gebbie who has a first 

class honours degree in electronic engineering and has 

repaired amps for semi and pro musicians since the age 

of 14 years old !! 

Vintage amps are a speciality as we worked on them 

when they were new products into the market from the 

1960’s !! 

Stewart also plays electric guitar so is sensitive to the 

needs of players and the sounds of their amps. 

In addition to experience, every job needs the right tools 

and know-how which ensures accurate diagnosis of 

faults in valve and solid-state amplifiers. 

New Valves in Stock 

 We carry all the popular amp valves in stock. We 

import in bulk directly from  the manufacturer JJ 

Electronic in Slovakia  to enable competitive pricing 

 Not only tested at the factory but also tested anf 

graded by us 

 We offer an ndustry leading 120 day warranty on 

all valves that we fit to amps. 

Tools Used 

We are fully  equipped  shop including: 

 Oscilloscopes and audio signal generators to track 

those subtle faults 

 Calibrated LCR Bridge to test components for 

function and if they are still within the original 

specification 

 State-of the-art digital valve tester which can 

evaluate the valves in your amplifier including  

those still working but are near the end of their life 

 Valve matching for optimum performance  through 

selection and matching using our digital audio valve 

tester 

 Plus of course all the usual meters for standard 

tests of voltage etc. 

 Portable appliance tester to ensure the amp is 

correctly earthed and safe to use 

 Leaded solder used in vintage amps  

THE RIGHT TOOLS 

Digital valve tester for all audio valves  used in music 

amplifiers 


